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CHAPTER TEN 

'SONGS OF OUR OWN': THE DEADHEAD 
CULTURAL COMMUNICA TION CODE 

NATALIE DOLLAR 
(�oo..ן) 

In the last few decades, scholars from a diverse range of disciplines have contributed to the study of the Grateful Dead and Deadheads, the community of fans around the band. 1 My interest in studying Deadheads focuses on these interlocutors' ways of communicating. Although the intersection of communication and culture interests me, communication rather than culture is my primary foct1s. 1 am most concemed with how members of a community use communication as a reso11rce for creating, enacting, and negotiating a shared identity, what Philipsen refers to as the communal or culttmtl function of communication (Philipsen, 1987). Scholars have drawn from the ethnography of communication, cultural communication theory, and speech code theory to explore the relationship between cסmmt1nication and culttire.2 St1ch studies advance סt1r understanding of both local and general theories for communicating as members of a community. Cumulatively, these studies posit three important tenets: first, communication is a powerfttl resource for constructing, enacting, and negotiating communal life; communication also varies in function and form across speech communities and their cultures. Last, co1nm11nication is Iocally and culttוrally sittוated, the competent interpretation and performance of which depends on access to the community's speech code and related folk logics. By focusing on a specific comm11nity, one organized by its passion for the mt1sic of the Gratefi1l Dead, this article contributes to this area of inquiry by furthering סt1r understanding of the communication resources members employ when they are comm11nicating like a D�adhead, what Philipsen called "membering," or communicating in ways heard by the speaker and other members as Deadhead speech (Philipsen, 1992). From a culttmtl cסmmוtnication perspective, these questions are best engaged at the level of a speech cסmmtוnity, or a group of communicators sharing a common language, or linguistic variety in communication terms-English, for most 
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Deadheads-and a set of rules informing the tוse and interpretation of that lingt1istic 
variety in social situations, st1ch as engaging in "show talk. "3 The level of analysis 
here is social, in other words, rather than lingt1istic. The unit of analysis is the 
speech community's cultural cסmmt1nication code, which refers to a socially 
constructed and historically transmitted system of symbols and their meanings, 
rules and premises, about communication (Philipsen, 1992). The chapter begins 
with a discussion of cultural communication before synthesizing previous research 
to advance a description ofthe Deadhead speech code in terms of the ideal person, 
social relations, and strategic action implied when Deadheads communicate 
culturally. The last section addresses recent research relevant to the stt1dy of how 
Deadheads employ location formulations for referencing shows, helping us 
understand the local and general systems members of speech communities use 
when communicating as members. 

As Carbaugh explains, communication that is deeply felt, commonly 
intelligible, and widely accessible may be viewed as cultural (Carbatוgh, 1988a). 
Consider Deadheads' use ofthe phrase "on the bus." When Deadheads hear other 
Deadheads refer to being "on the bus," they experience the expression as highly 
emotive, calling forth happiness, love of the Grateful Dead's music, and other 
emotions associated with living the life of a Deadhead.4 These interlocutors 
experience what one Deadhead described as "the bonds of the family, the soothing 
comfort of knowing I'm connected to all these other Deadheads."5 When 
Deadheads realize they are talking to someone who is "on the bus," they share what 
another described as "an intense connection found no where else."6 Clearly, the 
phrase is deeply felt. Despite its origins, the phrase is commonly intelligible as a 
referecגre to a line in a particular Grateful Dead song, "The Other One:" "The bus 
came by and I got on / That's when it all began". Metaphorically, the expression 
refers to what critic Steve Silberman calls "a partict1lar insight, a knowledge 
transmitted through the music, the experience of shows, psychedelics, and the 
community," or more generally, a "psychic/spiritual awakening."7 As such, the 
expression is commonly intelligible to Deadheads on two levels, the first referring 
to a song within the Grateful Dead repertoire and the second to the perspective of 
life rendered meaningful through membership and participation in the commt1nity. 
Finally, the expression is widely accessible in that it is readily available to 
Deadheads as an expression of membership, a means of identifying oneself as a 
Deadhead without announcing, "I am a Deadhead."8 

Since the August 9, 1995 death of Jerry Garcia, the Deadhead speech 
community has changed. Nevertheless, music has remained the foctוs. In the early 
development of this speech community, Deadheads were dependent on face-to-face 
speech situations, primarily shows. In 1971, with the Grateful Dead's initiation of 
the Deadhead mailing list, the speech community incorporated a new channel for 
communicating, namely print: "Dead Freaks unite!" was the message printed in the 
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band's 1971 eponymous live album. "Who are yסt1? Where are you? Send us your 
name and we'll keep you informed."9 Soon there was a growing body of 
publications Deadheads embraced as what communication theorists would term 
cultural commt1nication resסt1rces within their speech cסmmt1nity. 10 As the 
community expanded to include new channels for commt1nicating it also 
incorporated more and more members. The most recent growth paralleled the 
development of the Internet, a channel in whose development some believe 
Deadheads to have played a pioneering role (Rheingold, 1993). Many of the 
Deadheads I interviewed reported that the lntemet was critical to their expression 
of culttוral identity. For these fans, the lntemet provided a "space" where 
Deadheads could interact on a daily basis. Some Deadheads claimed that this 
interaction has gained greater importance since the death of Jerry Garcia and the 
demise of Grateful Dead shows as the preferred community gathering place. 

Two places for speaking like a Deadhead are the "pre-show" and "show" 
speech situations.11 ln these situations Deadheads rely on their communication code 
to render the particular situations culturally meaningful. These interlocutors engage 
in cultt1ral speech events within these speech situations, such as "show talk" and 
"calling the opener," further displaying their shared identity. Building on this 
research, we can describe the ideal person, social relations, and strategic action 
implied when Deadheads t1se their communication code in these specific ways. 

Speech situations are classified by members as falling in one of two categories: 
places for speaking and places marked by the absence of speech (Hymes, 1962, 
1972, 1974 ). As Deadheads adhere to community-specific norms goveming speech 
situations, these interlocutors hear themselves and are heard by other Deadheads as 
communicating as members (Dollar, 1999b, 2000, 2001, 2002). By communicating 
in that fashion, these interlocutors display, to themselves and other Deadheads, 
their competence in applying their shared code to natun)lly emerging 
communication contingencies, sוtch as planning for a show or even responding to 
the death of Jerry Garcia. One speech situation that lends itself to speaking like a 
Deadhead is the pre-show situation. The Grateful Dead followed seasonal touring 
schedules, recognized by Deadheads as "summer tour," "fall tour," and so on. 
Before the development of the lntemet, members anxiously called official Gmteft1I 
Dead hotlines to check for tour announcements. Even today, Deadheads seeking 
information about ex-Dead members' touring schedules or new archival Dead 
recordings visit the official web site, subscribe to an email announcement list, call 
the hotline, or hear from another family member that a show or tour has been 
announced. 12 Once news of a desired show, set- of shows, or tour is received, 
Deadheads engage in what many fans fondly call the community ritual of"planning 
the show;" which can be thought of as a specific, culturally meaningftוl 
communication. After an announcement, emails and conversations begin: Which 
shows will we do? Who is mail ordering for us? Who is driving to the shows or will 
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we fly? Will we camp, stay at a friend's house, or hotel'? Who else is coming'? 
These comm11nication acts-checking the hotline or web site, mail ordering tickets, 
and planning the trip to shows-are part of the pre-show speech situation. Non
Deadheads may have difficulty appreciating the deeply-felt ethos conveyed by 
members comm11nicating in this very partic11lar-and tוniquely emblematic
c11ltural manner. Although access to these communicative resources ( e.g., hotline, 
web site) are not restricted solely to the comm11nity, non-members obviously do not 
use them to participate in this pre-show speech situation, nor are they 
communicative resources for planning "to see shows," which has more than forty 
years ofhistory as a Deadhead activity. Non-members can translate the words, even 
understand the content ofthe statements, but they cannot hear them comm11nicated 
within the historically grounded system available to Deadheads. To fans, this pre
show communication is heard as cultural, as instances of comm11nication in which 
participants hear themselves and others as communicating like Deadheads. 

Participation in the pre-show speech situation implies a view ofthe speakers as 
members of a community, considered by many to be a family, which privileges 
participation in a cultural ritual: the show. 13 Members activate this participation 
through their adept use of cultural communication resources, such as the web site, 
email list, and family networks. Communication is used to link members together to 
coordinate action (e.g., planning forthe shows). Membership identity is established 
or reconfirmed by recognizing the speech situation and employing available 
resources to facilitate participation in this celebrated ritual. Competent performance 
in this speech situation indicates, and relies on, three interlinked perspectives: a 
view ofthe performer as a member, a Deadhead within "the family;" which is itself 
an exp:נession of a particular view of social relations being facilitated by and 
celebrated in a community ritual; and a view of communication as fundamental to 
the creation and maintenance ofDeadhead identity, the strategic agent in planning 
members' participation in the defining group ritual. 

A second culturally meaningful speech situation is the show itself, which for 
many Deadheads includes the experience of "hanging out in the lot" before and 
after the concert. My earlier research identified three norms of interaction 
Deadheads e1nploy when speaking like a Deadhead, which demonstrate their 
understanding of the show as a Deadhead speech situation (Dollar, 1999b). While 
this is not to say that these are the only three norms of interaction Deadheads 11se 
within this speech situation, these norms are central instances of cultural 
cormnunication used by Deadheads at shows. 

First, Deadheads expect one another to be emotionally expressive. Many 
Deadheads fulfill this expectation through dancing, an expression non-Deadheads 
reported as producing discomfort by its marking of insiders and outsiders. 
Deadheads also engage in exaggerated emotional expression with total strangers, 
such as enthusiastically embracing each other in total body hugs when leaving a 
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show, another commL1nicative behavior non-members report as discomfiting. 
Secon(I, Deadheads adhere to a norm of interaction limiting talk dL1ring the 

1nL1sical performance. At a Dead or family-related show, interlocL1to1·s are expected 
to limit their talk while the musicians are playing. Dt1ring the mtisic, dancing and 
some oral responses, sL1ch as gro11p cheers following a favorite line or a partic11larly 
"sweet" solo, are appropriate and acceptable. Deadheads recognize that this 
communication norm does not necessarily apply to other concerts as speech 
sittוations. 

Finally, 11nlike the engagement between participants in another entertainment 
context, the television talk show, Deadheads assert transindividual standards for 
speaking, sometimes restricting the expression of personal opinions; that is, 
Deadheads restrict individ11al expression by verbally enforcing group standards for 
communicating. 14 When interloc11tors express opinions contradictory to being "on 
the bus," 011tside the Deadhead world view, Deadheads negatively sanction the 
utterance. Members expect one another to enforce this norm as a means of 
maintaining their community world view. ln n11merous interviews, Deadheads 
stressed the oral tradition of the community, a tradition that values the elders and 
vests the1n with the responsibility for verbally passing on the cult11re. 

In adhering to these norms for interacting at a show, Deadheads hear themselves 
and others to be speaking like a Deadhead-"membering self." In so doing, 
Deadheads imply and rely on a view of identity, or "personhood," as well as social 
relations and co1nmunicative action deemed appropriate for a show. In this milieu, 
the ideal person understands that this speech situation establishes times when 
nonverbal comזnunication is preferable to verbal. The ideal person expresses their 
emotions, sometimes through embracing others and other times through dancing.15 

Finally, the ideal person is a membe1·, respectful of the norms for communication 
that characterize the show as a Deadhead speech situation. Deadheads are linked to 
one another through their competent enactment ofthese communication nonתs. The 
preferred social relationship between members is that of' family, including bonds 
extending beyond those one knows personally. Members are accountable to the 
family and other family members. As such, members are botmd by transindividual 
standards for speaking, standards reflecting the world view of an interlocutor who 
is "on the b11s." Speech is used strategically to regulate others' speech in the case of 
the third norm, and, at times, to enforce the second norm. During the m11sical 
performance, nonverbal comm11nication is the preferred means for expressing 
identity. 

Speech events are caref11lly defined episodes with clearly recognized 
bo11ndaries, characterized by a set of rules and no1·ms for interacting and 
interpreting the event (Hymes, 1962, 1972, 1974). Speech events are situated within 
speech sit11ations and are comprised of speech acts, which are employed using the 
r11les and norms for particular speech events. Earlier studies on "show talk" and 
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"calling the opener" discussed these two community-specific speech events in the 
context of the Deadhead speech cסmmtוnity. 16 Here I wish to extend that analysis to 
create a broader view of how these forms of Deadhead comוnt1nication iוnply 
individual and grot1p identities, or personhood, as well as social relations and 
strategic action. 

Show talk focuses on shows and related experiences (Dollar, 1991, 1999a). 
Participation in show talk does not reqt1ire a previotוsly established relationship, 
though it does require competence with regard to a set of ct1lturally loaded 
vocabulary, phrases, and norms of interaction, as described below. Ft1rther, talk is 
!oosely organized in three phases: the opening/recognition of opening phase, the 
discussion of community-relevant theוnes phase, and the wrapping-up phase. Show 
talk occurs in rnany places, the most important characteristic of context being the 
presence ofDeadheads who can competently engage in show talk. These members 
rely on show talk to tel1 their individualized accounts of commt1nal myths, such as 
when one got on the bus, first and favorite shows, even stories of birthday shows. 
All are ways that Deadheads link themselves to their comrnunity. 

Deadheads use three norms when engaging in show talk: first, the interlocutors 
rely on a set of culturally loaded vocabulary terms and phrases; second, they use 
venue names and the term "show," rather than "concert" or "Grateful Dead 
concert," to locate the topic of the interaction, the concert. 17 Third, they employ 
these Jocation formulations in combination with other cultt1rally loaded vocabtוlary 
in a way that renders the communication cultural (Dollar, 1999a). lnterloct1tors' 
competent display of these norms establishes one's identity as a member of the 
Deadhead community, to oneself and to others. The commtוnication reveals a view 
of Dea_ghead identity that combines a focus on community with an individual 
perspeיctive toward it. The ideal Deadhead recognizes the power and validity ofthe 
communal form as a vehicle for expressing individual perspective. When speaking 
this way, the implied social relations emphasize membership without ignoring 
individuality. Communication is the means by which members negotiate how to 
express individuality within the community, the means through which they link 
themselves to other members and to the community as a whole. 

In additioi1 to show talk, some Deadheads engage in another cultural 
communication ritual known as "calling the opener" (Dollar, 1999b). Enacted 
correctly, this pays homage to culturally meaningftil symbols, stוch as "show" and 
what one critic has aptly called "the world according to shows." 18 Fסtוr 
communicative phases comprise this rittוal. The initiation phase begins when a 
Deadhead asks, "What do you think they'll open with?" or asserts, "They'll open 
with 'Shakedown, '" or the naוne of another song. Next is the calling phase, which 
consists of other participants offering their best gttesses of the opener. This phase 
may be completed without interruptions, in a matter of minutes, or continue until 
phase three is enacted. The third phase is the opener, which occurs as the band 
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plays the first few notes ofthe opening song and participants וnake a 1nental note of 
it. The closing phase occtוrs when participants reconverוe, either dtוring or after the 
show. This phase may be enacted many times and occt1rs the first time each 
participant encotוnters every other participant following the opener phase. lf any 
wager was set, it is collected dtוring this phase. 

By displaying their competence at participating in these ct1lttוral communication 
rituals, Deadheads confirm their stattוs and identity as members of the 
comrntזnity-they "member self." ln so doing, they imply a view of social life that 
p\aces primacy on a partictוlar view of that grסt1p identity, its social re\ations, and 
the strategic action it reqt1ires. That identity is conceived in terms ofmembership, 
of shared yet וtniqt1e experiences which become commt1nication resources for 
participating in these comrnt1תity rittוals. These shared experiences are expressed 
using culturally loaded vocabulary, phrases, and norms. Deadheads rely on show 
talk generally to tel1 their personal accסt1nts of community themes, and specifically 
to call the opener, offering their personal interpretation of the community
recognized pattem of song rotations. 19 Members do not need to know one another to 
engage in meaningful show talk or instances of calling the opener. As such, 
knowledge ofthe ctוlturally meaningful speech events, and competence in enacting 
them, a\lows Deadheads to meet other Deadheads (Dollar, 2002). In addition, many 
Deadheads reported a maintenance function served by participating in these speech 
events. Family bonds are created, renewed, maintained, and expressed as 
Deadheads engage show talk and calling the opener. 

The speech code imp\ied by Deadheads as they engage in these speech 
situations and events allows for their identities as Deadheads to be expressed in 
both individt1al and cסmmtוnity-wide terms. As interloctוtors employ the communal 
forms of show talk and calling the opener to tel1 their individt1alized versions of 
commtוnal themes, so too do they evoke the spirit of, and refer to, the community, 
as they call t1pon their t1nderstanding of speech sitt1ations and events which 
celebrate their family bonds. The social relations implicated in these ways of 
speaking emphasize membership in a family that inclt1des extended family one has 
possibly not met. Commt1nication, both verbal and nonverbal, is the means throtוgh 
which these relationships are created, maintained, negotiated, and ce\ebrated. ln 
addition, commtוnication facilitates the expression of individuality within 
communally recognized forms. This code of membership requires a further 
exploration of show talk, a speech event that continues to be a haJ\mark of 
Deadhead communication. 

To better understand show ta\k, a useful question to ask is, "when Deadhea<IS 
\ocate a particular show or set of shows as the topic of their talk, what folk logics 
do they employ to render this cסmmtוnication commonly intelligible, deeply felt, 
and widely accessible?" My ear\ier analyses of show talk suggested that Deadheads 
call t1pon a their shared experiences of"seeing shows" as a resource for rendering 
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this comm11nication cultural (Dollar, 1991, 1999a). Deadheads tוse what Schegloff 
calls a "common-sense geography" in formulating and interpreting show talk. 
Although this geography has been described in terms ofthe existence of the three 
norms of interaction outlined above, the specifics of how these norms are employed 
remains an empirical concem. Purs11ing this permits a better 11nderstanding ot' the 
qualitative dimensions of these norms. A brief discussion of the theoretical and 
interpretative framework behind my question will help here. 

In 1972, Schegloff argued that interloc11tors rely on common-sense geographies, 
or shared folk logics regarding geography, to form11late place in conversations. 
Place can be formulated to reference geographical location ( e.g., "710 Ashb11ry 
Street"), location in relation to member (e.g., "Jerry side" and "Phil Zone"), and 
location identified by the action taking place there (e.g., "Warfield [show]").20 

Interlocutors rely on their common-sense geographies to choose the "right" 
reference for locating place, those "not producing questions, or f11rther qוtestions, 
requiring reformulations" (Schegloff, 1972, p. 114). As Schegloff explains, "in the 
selection and adequate hearing of a locational formtוlation, at least three orders of 
consideration are relevant-a location analysis, a membership analysis, and a topic 
analysis" (Schegloff , 1972, p. 106). The sp�cifics of these common-sense 
geographies and members' use of them are "cultural fact[s] to be discovered" 
(Schegloff, 1972, p. 85). Schegloffs research is part of a larger line pursuing 
"conversational sequencing" or the study of how interlocutors "assemble" 
structures that "influence the interpretation of conversational action" (Nofsinger, 
1999, pp. 50-51). When interlocutors engage in competent conversational 
sequencing, their interactions are heard to be coherent, each utterance heard as 
hangin� together with previous and future utterances (McLaוtghlin, 1984). 

The data examined for this section incltוde field notes and naturally occurring 
conversations collected at eight shows, six Grateful Dead and two Jerry Garcia 
Band; twelve interviews, ranging from 45 minutes to two ho1rוs, cond11cted the four 
1nonths following Garcia's death; and 25 responses to open-ended surveys collected 
electronically.21 Using Carbaugh's framework for analyzing cultural 
communication and previous conceptualizations of show talk, I reviewed these 
materials to locate instances of show talk and 1neta-show talk, or communicatioh 
about show talk, creating a more focused data set. 22 The interpretive fi-amework that 
best explains this data set is grounded in Carbaugh's and Philipsen's c11ltural 
comm11nication theories and Schegloffs conceptualization of location formtוlations 
(Carbaugh, 1988a; Philipsen, 1992; and Schegloff, 1972). Using this framework I 
assessed the data in the light of my research question, formulating a set of working 
interpretations. Last, 1 employed a discursive test to triangulate my findings.23 This 
analysis suggested that Deadheads rely on a locational folk logic which I have 
named "place and time" to guide their prod11ction and hearing of location 
formulations, which Deadheads interpret as referring to a particular show, a 
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Iocation for an activity. 
Deadheads' common-sense geography embodies a spatial orientation based on 

places-ven11es-played and a temporal orientation based on the Gratef11l Dead's 

touring sched11le and history. The data show that the right location form11lation for 

referencing a particular show depends on Deadheads' consideration of the 

membership, topic, location, and temporal aspects of their comm11nication. As such, 

Deadheads' common-sense geography, and their use of it to locate a show, differs 

from that described by Schegloff. Not only do Deadheads make an additional 

consideration in formulating place, namely temporal, but the organization of their 

geography differs from that s11ggested by Schegloffs "layman's geography." One 

example from my research provides an apt illustration: 

Ex. 10-1. 
1. DHI: Good show h11h? 

2. DH2: Yeah, that second set cooked and I really needed that. 

3. DH ו: The Fantasy > Wharf Rat did it for me. Between Brent and Jerry I 

4. really took off tonight. So when are we hookin' up again? Park West? 

5. DH2: Can't make it to Parl, West or Calavera.Y either. G11ess that means 

6. this is it for 11s 11ntil Shoו·eline in early October. 

7. DH ו: Didn't yo11 say you'd be in New York mid-September? I may have 

8. extras for the Garden run. I'm doing MSG and the Spectnוm. Call me 

9. either the last week this month or second week in September and let me 

10. know ifyo11'd like to do the Garden run with me. I'II be in Boston the 

11. week between. 
12. DH2: Working? Yo11 still have ajob between all these shows? 

13. DHI: Gotta f11nd these shows somehow.24 

This example contains ten place foוmulations, noted in italics: two city names 
and eight venue names. The two interloc11tors have engaged in a smooth flowing, 
coherent conversation in that s11ccessive 11tterances maintain relevance and hang 
together. For example, the interloc11tors responded to each other's questions with 
answers that satisfied the questioner-answers that did not initiate ftוrther 
questions. Topic shifts (e.g., from the show j11st heard, Iines 1-4, to plans for 
attending f11t11re shows, lines 4-10, to work, lines 10-13) are coordinated in that no 
speaker attempts to direct the talk back to the previo11s topic or to change the topic, 
b11t extends the newly initiated topic. ln addition, the segment contains no overlt1ps 
or attempts to take the floor. Stוch talk is considered coherent (Sacks, Schegloff, & 
Jefferson, 1978). 

One consistent theme in my research field notes and interviews is the 
excl11sivity of these conversations: Deadheads reported how conversations stוch as 
these were incoherent and confusing to non-Deadheads, particularly in terms of 
show references. My own experience confirmed this as well. Non-members asked 
q11estions such as, "How does DH2 know DHl is refcrring to work when he tוses 
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the term 'Boston' (line 10)?" ln Schegloffs terms, these non-membe1·s were asking, 
how was DH 1 able to use "Boston" to locate a place for work? In Gt1mperz' terms, 
what "culturally shared [but tוnstated] knowledge" did these Deadheads tוse to 
render this talk commonly intelligible? (Gumperz, 1984) Another common qtוestion 
focused on how the second speaker knew that the "Garden" being referenced was 
the one in New York, not Boston? Each of'these qtוestions directs attention to the 
formal structures for locating place, and for rendering the communication coherent 
and cultural. 

One possible response to these questions is that the two Deadhcads know each 
other well enoוtgh to know one another's work schedules. For this to be the case, 
these interloctוtors' talk should reflect a co-presence to close friends as the 
membership category; that is, their commtזnication shotוld display the vemacular of 
two close friends. If that were true, DH2 would likely know the answer to his own 
questions-"Working? You still have ajob after all these shows?" (line 12)-and 
therefore not ask them. Conversationalists tend to abide by the maxims of strength 
and parsimony, saying no less and no more than is needed (Grice, 1975). 
Considering this feature of conversation, one would conclude that the questions 
were necessary, indicating consideration of some membership category other than 
close friends. The interlocutors in Example 10-1 display a recognized co-presence 
to the Deadhead membership category. This co-presence is manifested in their 
ability to successfully engage in show talk and to use location formulations that 
have recognizability within the Deadhead speech community. 25 Of the ten location 
formulations in Examplc 10-1, none are questioned stוch that they reqLוire 
reformulation. The one that is followed by a question-"Boston," line 10--does not 
reqtוire reformulation. The question is a request for information that assוtmes the 
coחect-referent for Boston is work, not a show. As such, each location formulation 
is heard by these Deadheads to be the right formulation. In order to determine what 
considerations are relevant for selecting and hearing these formוLlations, I asked 
Deadheads to interpret some instances of show talk, including Example 10-1. 

My questions were, "Can you interpret this conversation? Who are the speakers 
and what are they talking about?" All responded with some variant of, "That's a 
couple ofDeadheads talking about some shows." When asked if they cot1ld explain 
the references to shows, their responses noted membership, topic, location, and 
temporal considerations. Membership was a central aspect all respondents 
commented on: "You have to be a Deadhead to tוnderstand this." More specifically, 
these Deadheads explained that the example contains words, phrases, and veתtוe 
names that require an understanding of"Dead shows" and "the world according to 
shows." In other words, for these Deadheads, the Lוse of these types of cultLוrally 
loaded vocabulary, in these ways, point to the interlocוttors' membership category, 
Deadheads, and their understanding of the topic, namely shows. 

When asked the question posed by non-members, "How do the interlocutors 
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know Boston is a reference to work?", many Deadheads reported that if DH l was 
going to shows in Boston he wot1ld have used the ventוe name, "Schaefer Stadit1m," 
as he did with "MSG [Madison Square Garden]" and "the Spectrum." Every 
reference to a show in Example 10-1 employs a ventזe name -"the Spectrtוm"-or 
an abbreviated ventוe name: "Park West" [Ski Resort], "Calaveras" [County 
Fairgrotוnds], "MSG" or "the Garden" [Madison Square Garden]. Established co
presence to the Deadhead membership category appears to invoke the norm for 
locating show noted earlier: Deadheads t1se ventוe names to reference shows. This 
finding is consistent with Schegloff 's claim that, on occasion, successftוlly 
establishing co-presence to one consideration, such as membership category, 
determines the right location formulation (Schegloff, 1972). 

Althotוgh agreeing tl1at this norm can be used to explain the show references in 
Example 10-1, some Deadheads claimed that in addition to membership and topic, 
location and temporal considerations are sometimes necessary for choosing the 
right place formulation. These Deadheads noted that DHl asked DH2 ifhe is going 
to be in New York and not Boston when talking about a particular tour, a fall tour. 
In other words, Deadheads reported that the interlocutors in Example 10-1 
established a co-presence to location (i.e., New York) and temporal considerations 
(i.e., being on fall tour) which facilitated their sוtccessful use of place fonnulations. 
But the interlocutors never mention the phrase "fall tour," so how did these 
Deadheads hear this talk to be about shows in the fall? According to these 
Deadheads, members who go to shows tend to know entire totוr schedules. The 
Deadheads in Example 10-1 clearly attend shows as is evidenced in the site at 
which the example was collected, a Compton Terrace show, and their talk of other 
culturally meaningful venues. Interviewees noted that Boston was not part of the 
fall totוr, a fact intrinsic to these two interlocutors' ctוlturally shared, but unstated, 
knowledge. Deadheads also reported that these Deadheads were able to use "the 
Garden" to locate Madison Square Garden rather than the Boston Garden because 
"it's com1non knowledge the Dead didn't play the Boston Garden between 1983 
and 1990." This reasoning displays the importance of temporal considerations in 
formulating place for a partictוlar show. lt is worth mentioning that these 
respondents were correct: DeadBase, the standard reference work on the band's 
performance history, notes that Schaefer Staditוm was not part ofFall Tour '87 btוt 
was a stop during St1mmer Tott87' ז, on July 4.26 

Deadheads rely on membership, topic, location, and temporal considerations to 
determine the right location formulation for referencing a particular show. These 
data also reveal that on some occasions, Deadheads rely on a spatial orientation, 
grounded in the places the Grateful Dead and family bands have played, in 
formulating place. This spatial orientation is displayed in Deadheads' use ofvenue 
names to reference particular shows. However, in some instances, venue name is 
not enough to successfully locate particוtlar shows; for these times, Deadheads add 
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a date to the vent1e name. As one Deadhead explained: 

Ex. 10-2. 
When we talk ofa run ofshows we imply both place and time. Siווce the shows are 
a series ofpoints in space/time, we can describe them in whatever coordinates are 
simplest tס commtזnicate and זtnderstand. If a venזte is only played once, it's easiest 
to use space-since the Dead have been playing for 30 years, time is more diffictזlt. 
For example, it is easier to say/tזnderstand "Telltזride" than "Atוgtזst 15, 1987 ." 
When we need more information to disambigtוate, we'II tזse a combination ofspace 
and time, such as "Red Rocks '79".27 

According to this Deadhead, when the Grateft1l Dead played a venue more than 
once, using venue name alone to locate specific shows becomes problematic. In 
such instances, Deadheads combine ventוe with the date or year of the particular 
shows, implying a place and time orientation to their common-sense geography. 

DeadBase shows that of the five venues referenced in Examples 10-1 and 10-2, 
two-Telluride and Calaveras-have hosted only one run of shows and three-
Park W est, MSG or the Garden, and the Spectrum--have hosted at least two runs 
of shows. At first glance, this information seems to contradict the norm for 
speaking articulated in Example 10-2. Thus the location formulations in Example 
10-1 such as "MSG" and "the Spectrum" would seem to produce confusion as to 
which show is being referenced. Why, then, did the Deadheads intcrviewed hear 
the location formulations in Example 10-1 as correct, even though these venues 
have been played numerous times? The answer lies in the temporal considerations 
Deadheads view as relevant when formulating place, which were not factors in 
Schegtpffs 1972 work on place formulation. 

This temporal consideration, noted by the Deadhead speaking in Example 10-2, 
serves to frame the communication. According to Deadheads, this temporal 
consideration takes on two possibilities: a particular tot1r, or a date, whether 
complete or only a year. In other words, every show is situated in the history ofthe 
Grateful Dead's touring. If Deadheads make partict1lar tot1rs their focus of co
orientation, then venue name alone is considered the right forrnulation, as is t!וe 
case in Example 10-1. If no tour in partict1lar is being discussed and Deadheads 
want to reference a particular show, then the temporal consideration is manifest in a 
location formulation noting both venue name and date, such as "Red Rocks '79." 

Deadheads note membership, topic, location, and temporal considerations when 
determining the right location formulation. In addition, Deadheads call upon a 
common-sense geography that implies an orientation to place and time to determine 
whether venue name alone or vent1e name and date is required for the coחect 
formulation. These formulations imply that Deadheads' orientation to partict1lar 
spaces in place and time within the Grateft1l Dead's touring schedt1le, are an 
organizing feature in their common-sense geography. That the Deadheads in my 
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sttוdy all cmployed these commtוnicative strategies to locate particular shows 
tiemonstrates their wide accessibility. That these Deadheads can stוccessftוlly select 
and hear ventוe names and dates as referencing partictוlar shows is evidence of the 
comrnon intelligibility of this form for locating place. The emotional responses 
Deadheads reported when reading and discussing these instances of show talk are 
evidence that these formtוlations are deeply felt by members who tוnderstand the 
"world according to shows." 

Commtוnicating like a Deadhead sets forth a claim for the ideologies of identity, 

society, and comrnt1nicative action implied as Deadheads commtוnicate in these 

ways. Identity, or personhood, is expressed in terms of individt1ality and 

comrnunity membership. Membership in the Grateftוl Dead family-a family that 

includes members yet to meet one another-defines the terms ofthe social relations 

of the society. Commt1nication is a means for expressing individt1ality, linking 

individuals to the community, enacting both personhood and shared identity, 

enforcing communication norms, and getting to know other members of the family. 

The speech code described here can be best understood as a code of membership. 

This code is ft1rther enacted as members continue to engage in show talk. In my 

research, place and time emerged as two important considerations in formulating 

reference to a pa11icular show. Deadheads rely on their shared understanding of' 

"the world according to shows," or their common-sense geography, to determine 

the correct formulation when referencing show. In so doing, Deadheads display 

their localized theory for formt1lating place, a theory that can be distinguished from 

Schegloff's "layman's geography" as used by some U.S. speakers for formt1lating 

place. 
To academics, perhaps the most interesting aspect of this is the necessity of 

considering time, a temporal aspect of place, when Deadheads formulate place for a 

partict1lar show, a consideration that is not included in the layman's geography. 

Clearly, this indicates a rich area for additional work. To Deadheads, it validates 

the tוniqueness of their colorftוl and expressive vernact1lar, and helps explain a part 

ofthis vibrant subculture. For both groups, this is a reflection of the appeal that this 

uniqtוe community holds for students of American ctוlture generally, and for 

communication theorists in partict1lar. 
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Notes 

1. See Adams & Sardiello, 2000; Dodd & Spaiוlding, 2000; Dodd & Weiner, 1997; Dolla1·, 
1989, 1999a, 1999b; Meriwether, 2001; Pearson, 1987; and Weiner, 1999. An earlier 
version of this article was presented at the Anniוal Meeting of the Soi1thwest/Texas Poptזlar 
Culture Association/ American Culture Association, Albt1querqt1e, NM, March 7-10, 2001. 
2. For ethnography of communication, see Hymes, 1962, 1972, 1974; Batזman & Sherzer, 
1989; Philipsen & Carbaugh, 1986. F or ct1ltt1ral communication theory, see Braithwaite, 
1990, 1997; Carbaugh, 1985, 1990, 1995; Fitch, 1998; Katriel, 1986, 1991; Philipsen, 1987, 
1992, 2001. For speech code theory, see Coutu, 2000; Philipsen, 1992, 1997. 
3. When used in combination with other ctזlttוrally-loaded vocabt1lary, phrases, and speech 
events, Deadheads use "show" to refer to Grate.זf11 Dead concerts, co11certs by stוrviving 
Gratefiil Dead members' current bands, and "family band" concerts, such as Bob Dylan and 
the Steve Kimock Band. For a guide to Deadhead speech, see David Shenk and Steve 
Silberman, Skeleton Key: A Dictionaזy for Deadheads (New York: Doubleday, 1994). 
4. For the etymology and more on the meaning and t1se of the phrase by Deadheads, see 
Shenk and Silberman, Skeleton Key, pp.210-11. 
5. Deadhead, interviewed by author, 10/96. "The family" when referenced here and thrסtוgh 
this chapter refers to Deadheads, the Grateful Dead, family bands, and other persons i1nited 
by their connection to the Grateful Dead, its music, and the Deadhead lifestyle. These 
references are not to be confused with members of the Cht1rch of Unlimited Devotion, 
formerly the Spinners and the Family (see Hartley, 2000, for a discussion of this particular 
spiritual community within the larger Gratefiil Dead family). 
6. Deadhead, interviewed by author, 9/96. 
7. Shenk & Silberman, p. 210; Alan Mande, quoted in Shenk & Silberman, pp. 210-211. 
8. In fifteen years of research, 1 met no experienced Deadheads who were not fami liar with 
tוlis expression in a\l its deeply felt, commonly intelligible, and widely accessible aspects. 
9. Graזefi1l Dead, Wamer Bros. 1935 ( 1971 ). For more on the Dead Heads list, see Shenk 
and Silberman, pp.56-7. 
10. See Dodd and Weiner, 1997, for a comprehensive bib]iography. 
1 1. For a more extensive discussion, see Dollar, J 989, 1991, 1999a, 1999b, 200], 2002. 
12. The band's official website is www.dead.net. The email stibscription announcement 1ist 
is GDTS [GD Ticket Sales]-TOO. Most Deadheads know the acronym ofthe hotline, 415-
457-6388, as 1-800-CAL-DEAD. 
13. See Goodenough, 1999; Pearson, 1987; Reist, 1997, 1999; Sardiello, 1994 for more 
detailed discussions of the ritt1alistic features of a Gratefu1 Dead show. 
14. For participant engagement in a television taJk show, see Carbaugh, 1987, J 988b. 
15. See Goodenough, 1999, for a discussion of other ftזnctions dancing served in the show 
rittזal. 
16. For show talk, see Dollar, 1991, 1999a, 1999b; Dollar, Morgan, & Crabtree, 1997. For 
calling the opener, see Dollar, 1999b. 
17. This is true even for fans unwilling to refer to themselves as Deadheads; see Pelovitz, 
"'No, Bt1t I've Been To Shows:' Accepting the Dead and Rejecting the Deadheads," in 
Weiner, pp.55-66. 
18. A phrase first coined by noted Deadhead writer and critic Steve Silberוnan; see Shenk & 
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Silberman, pp.332-33. 
19. For more חס this, see personal accoi1nts of commi1nity themes in Dollar, 1999a. 

20. Each ofthese references to place are culti1rally meaningful location formiilations within 

the Deadhead speech commi111ity. The Ashbtוry Street address was tlוe home of the Grateful 

Dead in San Francisco's Haight-Ashbtוry neighborhood from 1966-67. Tוle "Jerry side" and 

"Phil zone" refer to areas ofthe audience that were located directly in front of each of these 

band members. The Warfield Theater, for many Deadheads, is a favorite San Francisco 

VC\lllC. 

21. This survey was distribi1ted and collected in September 1995 to triangulate 

interpretations formiוlated in my readings of field and observation notes and naturally 

occi1rring conversations collected at shows. The survey foci1sed on shows and was posted on 

a private Deadhead email groiוp. 
22. Carbai1gh's ( 1985, 1986) framework consists offive phases: (1) discovering recurring 

symbols; (2) locating symbols associated with those rect1rring symbols; (3) describing 

opposing symbols, when relevant; (4) exploring the data for sequential i1se of terms and 

systematically recurring if/then patterns of expression; and (5) organizing the symbols in 

order of the speaker's assessment of their moral weight. For the application of his 

framework to show talk, see Dollar, 1999b; Dollar, Morgan, & Crabtree, 1997. 

23. Carbaugh (1988b) described a process in which he scans data for themes then checks his 

reading of the data by i1sing the pattem while talking with members of the speech 

community. He called this a perfoז·mance test. He then solicited feedback from the workers 

which si1pported or chal\enged his interpretations. I i1sed this strategy of performance testing 

in interviews and informal interactions with Deadheads, triangi1lating observations, 

interviews, and developing interpretations. 
24. Field notes, taken in the parking \ot after the Compton Terrace show, 8/18/87, Phoenix, 

AZ. 
25. Schegloff ( 1972) defines recognition as "the ability to bring knowledge to bear on them 

[location for1מi1lations ], to categorize, see the relevaווt significance, to see 'in what capacity' 

the name [\ocation formulation] is tוsed." (pp. 91-92) 
26. Joוln Scott, Stu Nixon, and Mike Dolgushkin, DeadBase: The Complete G11ide וo 

G1·atefi1/ Dead Song Lists XI (Comish, NH: DeadBase, 1999), p.69. See Ritzer (2000) for a 

more complete discussion of how Deadheads use DeadBase and other resoi1rces for 

constructing a ci1lture that is diverse and "somewhat subversive." (p. 244) 

27. Deadhead response to an email si1rvey, 9/6/95. 
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